The blooming Atacama Desert
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ve to seven years,
this barren land transforms into a sea of owers in
a rare phenomenon called a desert bloom.
Dormant seeds underground come to life after
unusual winter rainfalls. Eventually they grow into
owers that are purple, red, yellow, and white.
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In total more than 200 types of wild owers appear
in their full glory and majesty after a long sleep.
From red "Lion claws" (Bomarea ovallei) to yellow
Rhodophiala rhodolirion, they will ll the normally
lifeless desert with a splash of color.

Join us on an epic 7-day/6-night photo tour
adventure in the Atacama Desert featuring the
owering desert also known as “desierto orido”.
We are excited to announce that conditions are
prime for this rare natural wonder to occur during
our tour !
The desert will literally be coming to life, bursting
with color from over 200 species of owers, an
event that happens every 5 to 7 years. During
the day we will take you to the best locations to
witness this display of endless owers blanketing
the plains, valleys and hills and during the night,
we will take advantage of the perfect orientation
of the Milky Way for nightscape photography
with a visit to the lagoons under the darkest
skies in the world.
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This tour is for anyone who loves other-worldly
landscapes and has an interest in day and/or
night time photography. Whether you are an
expert or beginner photographer, this trip is for
you !
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THE FLOWERING ATACAMA DESERT

NIGHTSCAPING IN ATACAMA DESERT
Not only is the Atacama night sky rich with deep
sky objects that can’t be seen north of the
equator but It is also where you will nd some of
the most transparent and darkest skies in the
world.
The orientation of the Milky Way during the tour
will be absolutely ideal for nightscape
photography. It will present itself as an arc that
spans right across the sky that is just low enough
to easily incorporate into compositions with the
landscape or other foreground objects. The entire
galactic center will be visible right in the middle of
the arch as well, which is something quite
amazing to see if you don’t live in the south.
Also, don’t forget the two giant galaxies (Large
and Small Magellanic Clouds) and Eta Carina
nebula that you will be able to see with the
unaided eye. Those objects will also be low
enough in the sky to incorporate easily into your
nightscape images.
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Don’t worry if you are a beginner with night time
photography we will help you to go home with
some pretty cool shots. If you simply don’t feel
like taking pictures on any particular day, just
bring a pair of binoculars and soak up the
breathtaking starry views.

ITINERARY
DAY 1 | 16 SEPTEMBER
Arrival in Copiapo. We will meet you at the
airport for transfer to the hotel. We’ll check-in
and join the group of our fellow travelers for
dinner and a tour brie ng.

DAY 2 | 17 SEPTEMBER
After a good breakfast in the morning we’ll leave
our hotel in Copiapo in a eet of 4x4 vehicles to
visit the rst prime location of a ower eld in the
desert.
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After lunch, we will again head out to
photograph the amazing pattern of owers, and
we will conclude the day with sunset shots and
nightscapes (weather permitting).

DAY 3 and 4 | 18 - 19 SEPTEMBER
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This location will have probably the most exciting
scenery for daytime and nightscape
photography. Sitting at an elevation of around
10,000 ft or 3,000 m, you might feel a bit more
tired than usual to walk 30 to 40 minutes to the
lagoons but trust us, the effort will be well worth
it. Today we will focus on visiting the lagoons.
There are several of them spread out around the
salt ats and they vary in shapes and sizes. The
thing that is most exciting about them is the
amazing re ections that you can capture with the
stars and Milky Way. We will stay overnight at the
altiplano at a mountain refuge. After dinner we
will spend some time taking pictures of stars
under pristine dark skies. The next day we will
will be exploring the spectacular Nevado Tres
Cruces National Park - a massif of volcanic origin
located in the Andes on the border between
Chile and Argentina. The home of the largest
volcano in the world - Ojos del Salado. At the
end of the day we will go back to Copiapo.

DAY 5 | 20 SEPTEMBER
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We’ll spend the day out in the southern part of
Atacama desert visiting beautiful Llanos de
Challe National Park, a truly diverse array of ora
and fauna. Sunset shots and nightscapes
(weather permitting).

DAY 6 | 21 SEPTEMBER
We will explore the area where the desert
meets the Paci c Ocean. During the
blossoming, the arid landscape gets
transformed into a unique and surprisingly
colorful spectacle. We will complete the day in
a cute small town Bahia Inglesa situated on the
coast. It offers stunning views of the Paci c
Ocean, amazing restaurants and shopping.
This is one of the fewest places in Chile that
has a white sand beach with turquoise waters
that will remind you of the Caribbean. We will
spend the day here to enjoy what this place
has to offer. You can take a dip in the ocean if
you want to brave the cooler water
temperatures (typically around 60°F (+16°C) in
September) and have a nice dinner at one of
the many great restaurants in the area before
watching and photographing the setting sun
over the ocean. This will be a great place to try
out some long exposure photography with the
ocean waves and the large rocks scattered
along the shore line.

DAY 7| 22 SEPTEMBER
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The tour will end after breakfast at the hotel.
Transfers to Copiapo airport (if required).

Yuri Beletsky

Kerry-Ann Lecky Hepburn

Yuri is a professional astronomer and an award winning
nightscape photographer based in Chile. He is an expert in
astronomical photography and a world-renowned judge at
the Astronomy Photographer of the Year (APY) contest. His
images are known worldwide and have been featured in
various books, magazines (Astronomy, Sky & Telescope,
The Times magazine, etc..), popular websites, and on TV.
Yuri is one of active contributors to NASA Astronomy
Picture of the Day (APOD), having more than 50 featured
images on the NASA website. When not in the eld you can
nd him traveling around the world and sharing his passion
for astrophotography and nightscape photography through
lectures, private lessons, and workshops.

Kerry-Ann is a senior meteorologist for The Weather Network, a 24hr
national TV station in Canada. As much as she enjoys the weather, she
has a long standing love with astronomy and photography that started
when she was a kid. After getting her rst telescope and SLR lm camera
in her early teens, she was hooked. In her university years as a Space
Science undergraduate, she volunteered at the astronomical observatory
where she aided in public tours, observing sessions, and research that
included deep sky imaging. Over the past few decades she has honed her
skills in post processing deep sky and Milky Way images under light
polluted skies, forcing her to develop a skill set that helped to create
ground breaking images under those conditions. Her work has ended up
winning awards and has been featured countless times in science
textbooks, astronomy-related calendars, magazines, and online
publications such as Sky & Telescope, Sky News, and NASA APOD. She
enjoys sharing her knowledge and experiences by doing speaking
engagements and workshops for star parties, astronomy and camera
clubs, and the general public.

Yuri’s images: instagram.com/yuribeletsky
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Kerry-Ann’s images: instagram.com/weatherandsky
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THE TEAM

CHECKLIST
• Camera gear such as a DSLR or Mirrorless camera

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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capable of taking long exposures
A tripod
A laptop (or tablet) for photo editing
Fast wide focal length lenses for nightscapes (we
recommend between 24 and 14mm lenses f2.8 or
faster)
Lenses for daytime landscape and/or macro
photography
Head lamp
Any desired lters and a remote cable release)
Clothes for temperatures ranging between 80°F
(+27°C) in the day and 30°F (-1°C) at night
Hiking boots
Warm coat, hat, gloves and pants (for
nightscaping)
Broad rim hat
Sunscreen
Sunglasses
Bathing suit for the beach (if you want to brave the
60°F (+16°C) water)
Slippers or sandals
Travel plugs for Chile
Any other personal items required

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

What is included:

Cancellation policy:

• 7 days and 6 nights of photography surrounded

• If you cancel between now and 1 September 2022,

•
•
•
•
•
•

WORKSHOPS DATES AND PLACES

by breathtaking desert, nature and some of the
darkest, clearest skies in the world
Lodging in a 5-stars ★★★★★ hotel
Transfers from/to Copiapo airport to/from hotel
Good breakfast every morning
Transportation to and from the photography sites
Park entrance fee
One on one photography and post processing
instruction

What is not included:

• Airfares (both international and domestic)
• Dinner and lunch unless explicitly mentioned as
Tour dates: 16 - 22 September 2022
The tour commences and ends in
Copiapo (Chile)
Cost is US$ 3,995 per person (twin share)
Optional single supplement US$ 450
Maximum 6 participants

•
•
•

being “included”
Chilean visa (if applicable)
Travel insurance
Optional personal activities

•
•

you are responsible for 25% of the tour fee
Failure to pay by the due date will be considered a
cancellation of the booking and fees paid will
become non-refundable
If you need to cancel, but we can replace your seat
with a fully paying guest, you will receive a refund of
the money paid.

Liability:
Yuri Beletsky and Kerry-Ann Lecky Hepburn (Weather and
Sky Photography) We will not be held responsible or liable
for the following:

• itinerary changes or cancellations that result from
•
•

logistical issues like weather, delays, transportation, etc.
Injuries
Loss or damage of equipment and/or personal items
during the course of the tour.

Fitness considerations:

Requirements for entering Chile:

Most of the tour locations are easily reachable by car
with no intense hiking. For the altiplano part the
ability to walk up to ~1 mile at 10000 ft (3000 m)
elevation is required.

Please make sure to check the requirements here:
https://www.chile.travel/en/traveltochileplan/

TO RESERVE YOUR PLACE FOR THE TOUR
OR TO MAKE AN ENQUIRY, PLEASE EMAIL
kerry@weatherandsky.com

